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Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air, 
are heading home again. 
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,
the world offers itself to your imagination, 
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting
over and over announcing your place
in the family of things.

From Wild Geese by Mary Oliver

fellow traveler,
Welcome

How often we do think we are the “only ones.”  We are quick to assume no one 
would understand us or know what we’re talking about, be it a lifelong struggle, 
a chronic illness, a complicated relationship, unhealthy habits, messy emotions, or 
some awkward physical or personality traits.

But what if we started from a place of recognizing we have more shared similarities 
as human beings than stark differences? I wonder if a deep level of belonging and 
companionship might be possible amongst those whom, at first, seem so unlike us?

Are we willing to be surprised?

The loneliness pandemic rages on because we refuse to imagine another narrative.
We fall back into categorizing one another into neat “us” and “them” boxes before 
we ever admit our intricate, undeniable connection. 

I haven't been able to shake the basic, yet revolutionary concept of our common hu-
manity. We are family whether we like it or not. Couldn't this one simple truth help us to 
navigate the chaos of the world and our personal lives better than any prayer or book 
or passionate leader ever could?

Celebrating our essential oneness does not have to feel like an intruder to our indi-
vidual uniqueness, rather it can be a catalyst to each of us becoming fully ourselves. 
This kind of generous and inclusive love means we can draw close, seek to under-
stand our varying viewpoints, and encourage vulnerability in one another.

Suddenly, there’s space for all of us to stretch out and feel safe.  The whole world be-
comes our living room and everyone is invited in, “Welcome home! There’s always 
a place for you!” 

We cannot wait for you to dig into our debut issue of Being Human where we ex-
plore the theme of home through photographs, poetry, rich stories, and personal 
reflections. With every page we hope you are compelled to find home within your-
self, within the souls of fellow companions, and within this flourishing and forgiving 
earth. 

Charissa
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Breathe Seek
Take a minute to traverse the inner landscape 

of your soul with wonder and kindness 

Gather Dwell
Venture out into the earth to make your 

particular contribution, cultivate a lifestyle of 

curiosity, and create art wherever you go

Stay connected as you move through the 

world, allow the alchemy of our kinship to 

birth all kinds of joyous celebrations

Remember the divine is among us, the sacred 

mystery is here waiting to be noticed
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All photographs by Jenna Winship     Image on the right created by Brittany Stoess 

H O M E

there's always a place for you
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In the 1978 movie, The Wizard of Oz, the iconic 
Diana Ross sings, “When I think of home I think 
of a place where there’s love overflowing.” 

What rises in your body when you think of 
home? Is home synonymous with love and 
affection? Is home a place you long to return 
to? 

For some, home is terror. A place to flee with 
no desire to return or revisit. This is important 
to name and to acknowledge, because too 
many are aimlessly wandering, feeling 
insignificant — unseen, unknown.

When home is not a place of comfort, and there 
is no sense of knowing or nurture, it leaves the 
body in flight or fight mode. We see this in 
Dorothy’s companions, the scarecrow and the 
tinman. One runs to isolation, invisibility and 
separation, choosing to hide. One blusters to 
cover their lack of courage, choosing to 
demand their place in the world while their 
body remains on full alert, suspicious and 
defensive. Whether self-protecting or hiding, 
one thing is true. Neither posture offers the 
soul any type of rest. Neither are home.

by Felicia Murrell

There’s No Place 
Like Home

Home is a place where we are free to take 
our deepest, fullest, least encumbered 
breath.

Often when we think of “home,” we think only 
of an external place out there, a fixed place. 
The place where we live and grow, create fond 
memories, establish familial bonds, the place 
we leave when we come of age and where we 
return when things are hard. 

The evolution of Dorothy’s journey on the 
yellow brick road expands home beyond the 
narrow confines of a fixed place to a vast 
inward sea. “I’ve learned,” she says, “that we 
must look inside our hearts to find a world full 
of love…like home.” Love is home. 

Home is both an external dwelling and an 
internal abode. Home is the place where we 
belong, our place of acceptance and welcome. 
There in this shame and judgment free 
embryonic cocoon of love, we practice uncon-
ditional acceptance, we learn to relate to our-
selves and the world around us. 

And, home is a soft place for the body to land, 
a safe place for the soul to fully unrobe. Home 
is the place where our failures don't kill; our 
sins can't crush, and even when we are at our 
worse, we’re safe. Home is a place where we 
are free to take our deepest, fullest, least 
encumbered breath.
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"What is saving my life now is becoming more fully human, trusting 
that there is no way to God apart from real life in the real world.”  
Barbara Brown Taylor

At home, there’s no need to guess about whether we’re in or out, welcomed or not. Home always prepares a place with 
us in mind. 

How are you preparing a home of unconditional acceptance for yourself? How do you welcome your body? Make room 
for your mind? In what ways are you engaging your soul with intentionality? How are you reclaiming the safety of home 
for yourself?

“Home,” says Glinda the Good, “is a place we all must find. It’s not just a place where you eat or sleep. Home is knowing. 
Knowing your mind, knowing your heart, knowing your courage. If we know ourselves, we’re always home, 
anywhere.” 

How do we curate home? When the wizard seeks Dorothy’s counsel, she tells him, “I don’t know what’s in you. You’ll have 
to find that out for yourself…And you’ll have to begin by letting people see who you really are.”

How do we come home to ourselves? Knowing our mind. Knowing our heart. Owning our courage. And then, we allow 
others to see who we really are. 

About Felicia
Felicia Murrell is a certified master life coach and former ordained pastor 
with over twenty years of church leadership experience. She also serves the 
publishing industry as a freelance copy editor/proofreader and is the author of 
Truth Encounters. Felicia resides in Albuquerque, New Mexico with her husband, 
Doug. Together, they have four adult children.

@hellofelicia_murrell 
FeliciaMurrell.blogspot.com
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by Jenneth Graser
My Secret Name
You imprinted your stamp
of love into the flesh
of my spirit.

A name you created
for me
before I was born.

A name you shaped
with your fine and able
handwriting.

Calligraphy swirls and loops,
etches and swerves
of identity.

It is the secret name
only you know,
embedded,
deep inside of me.

Every day,
you are whispering
from the home
you have made
inside of me.

Every day,
you open the doors
to my presence,
eager
for conversation.

Every day,
you are here,
forming
a new way of knowing.

Every day,
you guide my steps
by belonging with me.

Every day, 
you speak out
my name.

And I,
speak out 
your name
in return.

every day, you are here, 
forming a new way of knowing

About 
Jenneth

Jenneth Graser is a writer, 
contemplative pianist and 

homeschool Mom, living in 
the Western Cape of South 

Africa with her husband 
Karl and three daughters. 

She is the author of several 
poetry and devotional books. 

Jenneth loves her library 
of second hand books, 

practicing the presence of 
God in nature’s cathedral 

and flying in airplanes on her 
way to new adventures. She 

believes in the healing power 
of heart conversations, 

centering prayer, and the 
constantly transforming  
journey of the inner life.

Secret Place Devotion 
@jennethgraser
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by Jenna Winship
At Home on the 

Journey
Bags packed, we loaded into the car. Rayne, who 
was 2 at the time, settled nicely into her car seat with 
a book and a water bottle. Bradlee, only a few weeks 
old, was milk-filled and ready  for an afternoon 
nap during the two-hour drive. We left my parents’  
house (where we were  visiting for the week - a trip 
to escape the Atlanta summer heat), and headed 
out for our quick  24-hour getaway to reunite with 
friends who were staying at a camp in Estes Park for 
the  summer. 

Two hours later, we pulled into the parking lot. Rayne 
was happy as could be, still enjoying her  book, and 
our little sleeping Bradlee was just beginning to stir. 
It couldn’t have been timed more  perfectly.  

The parking lot seemed strangely empty, though, 
for a camp filled with campers… we didn’t see  any 
other cars or any people for that matter. Ben jumped 
out of the car to go see what he could  figure out, 
while I held my phone up in the air searching for cell 
service. 

Ben came back a few minutes later looking grim. It 
turns out we were at the wrong camp. The one we 
were looking for was another  three and a half hours 
away.  

We made a quick decision to go ahead and keep go-
ing instead of giving up and just driving  back to my 
parents’ house. We were hungry and on the cusp of 
cranky, but we were determined  to visit our friends 
and spend a night in the beauty of Estes Park.  

So we set off in search of a drive-through to grab 
some lunch. We didn’t pass a single  restaurant. In-
stead, a little bit later, we found ourselves at a ticket 
gate of some sort. Ben rolled  his window down and 
the man working in it said, “Thirty dollars.” 

“Uh, ok… what is this for?” asked Ben. 

Ticket guy just stared at us. 

“To get into the park,” he said. 

“And… what park would that be?” Ben asked. 

“Rocky Mountain National Park,” the ticket man re-
plied. 

“Ah. Well, you see, we’re just trying to get to the 
Young Life camp at Estes Park, we weren’t  really in-
terested in touring a national park right now, is there 
another road we could take?”  asked Ben.

Ticket man laughed. Of course, no, this is the only 
road from here to Estes Park, and “no  worries if 
you’re lost, there is literally no place better in the 
country to be lost in than right here,  my friend!” said 
the man proudly. 

Bradlee began to cry. My milk came in at the sound 
of her cry.  

“Just pay the man,” I said curtly to Ben.  Sue Monk Kidd, The Dance of the Dissident Daughter 

"There is a deep wisdom in giving up the fight to make it go away. When we instead come home 
to our path, we come home to what is. You are where you are. So be there. Stop trying to protect 
yourself from the harshness of right now, fleeing into a long fabrication about how it's going to be 
one day. That's a way of avoiding the here-and-now truth of our lives."
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How can you feel at home on your journey? In every home I’ve ever lived in, whether it be a dorm or 
apartment or house, however temporary or permanent it is, I always do these things:  

Declutter
I declutter my own belongings before settling into 
a new home. What do you  need to get rid of right 
now that is cluttering up your journey? Maybe it’s an 
emotion - pessimism  or anger, maybe you’re hold-
ing onto unforgiveness, or possibly you are clinging 
to goals that are  no longer serving you.  

Personalize
What makes your home uniquely yours? Is it the chi-
na handed down from your  grandmother? The 
photos of your family throughout the years? Just like 
in an actual home, we  can bring our unique self to 
the journey we’re on. When Covid hit last year, and 
we found ourselves settling into a new journey, I was 
constantly battling the let's get this over with/I'm 
ready for things to be normal again mindset. I 
intentionally had to dig in and focus on the journey 
I was in. My husband and I both discovered some 
of our  dormant creative passions - baking, writing, 
photography - come to life again. We brought our  
unique selves to quarantine life and made it more 
than just bearable.  

Settle in
Where’s your comfortable spot in your home? For 
me, it’s the right-hand side of the  couch. You can 
find me there every day. Each place I’ve lived in has 
had it’s own special comfy  spot. When you’re on a 
hard journey, you can settle in and find your comfort 
through gratitude.  This might take intentional 
seeking-out of what you’re grateful for in the 
journey. Once you’re  really settled in, you can find 
beauty in places you couldn’t before. On the Trail 
Ridge Road, it  wasn’t until we got rid of our anger 
and frustration that we could really focus on the 
beauty all  around us.  

Make memories
The best part about a home is the memories made. 
Even bad situations turn  into fond memories. We 
usually have to adventure out and explore around 
the home, going  further and further out, to make 
even more memories. Take time to mark your 
memories. Build  your Ebenezers. Someday, you’ll be 
on a different journey, you’ll be a different person 
than who  you are right now. You’re going to want to 
look back at what brought you there - so hold onto  
what you are gleaning from your journey.

He paid the $30 and we continued driving.  

“I’m hungry,” said Rayne from the back seat. We 
hadn’t packed any snacks. We had planned it  out 
perfectly, remember? We were supposed to arrive 
there right in time to make Rayne a snack  and nurse 
Bradlee after she woke up from her nap. We weren’t 
supposed to be in the middle of  nowhere with no 
restaurants or cell phone service when this hap-
pened.  

The car in front of us was going excruciatingly slow. 
Ben passed it and we exchanged quizzical  looks 
with the passengers in that car. Soon we were be-
hind yet another slow-paced car. No  passing lane. 
Rayne and Bradlee were both crying at this point. 

Once we escaped that car, we came upon a whole 
slew of cars pulled only partway over -  leaving us 
barely enough room to inch past them and zoom on 
by.  

I was so frustrated. Why were all of these cars going 
SO SLOW when we had somewhere to  be?! (And 
also why did they all have cameras out? And what 
was that herd of elk doing down  below?) 

We were all hungry by now. We decided to pull over 
so I could at least nurse Bradlee and give  her (and 
my breasts) some relief. While I fed her, Ben and 
Rayne jumped out of the car to look  around. 

In the middle of my nursing session and the middle 
of them exploring, the realization hit Ben and me at 
the same time: We are in Rocky Mountain National 
Park. We are surrounded by sheer beauty. Trail Ridge 
Road wound through jagged mountain cliffs and 
deep ravines and we didn’t have to look far to see 
some of the most breathtaking sites in America.  

Yes, we were tired and hungry and grumpy, but why 
were we trying so hard to get through this?  

We decided to change our perspective and use the 
rest of our drive as a chance to experience the land 
around us. We sang songs to keep the girls happy, 
stopped a few more times to climb rocks, took pho-
tos, and at one point we even saw a brand-new baby 
deer learning to take its first steps. Who gets to see 
that?! 

By the time we made it to the camp, we had already 
had the experience of a lifetime (and it turns out 
that, while the camp itself was beautiful, it paled in 
comparison to the Trail Ridge Road drive!).  
__

We always look back to that day as our big revelation 
of: It’s the journey, not the  destination, that matters.  

We’ve held onto that and allowed it to shape every 
other area of our lives. In a very literal sense, we cling 
to the “it’s the journey” motto every day now that we 
live in Alaska. 

Even a drive just to the grocery store turns into a 
chance to see a moose, watch an eagle swoop down, 
or  experience the sun peep up over the mountains.  

More than literally, though, I’ve allowed it to carry 
me through seasons of life.  

The thing about “enjoying the journey” is this: it 
doesn’t mean it’s easy. You might be experiencing 
deep hunger pangs, engorgement, disconnect, 
pain, sadness and frustration. And that’s okay. 

You can feel hard things and experience intense beauty 
at the same time. 

You can always choose to feel at home on the jour-
ney. Like Sue Monk Kidd says, “You are where you 
are. So be there.”  
— 
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by Jenneth Graser
My Secret Name
You imprinted your stamp
of love into the flesh
of my spirit.

A name you created
for me
before I was born.

A name you shaped
with your fine and able
handwriting.

Calligraphy swirls and loops,
etches and swerves
of identity.

It is the secret name
only you know,
embedded,
deep inside of me.

Every day,
you are whispering
from the home
you have made
inside of me.

Every day,
you open the doors
to my presence,
eager
for conversation.

Every day,
you are here,
forming
a new way of knowing.

Every day,
you guide my steps
by belonging with me.

Every day, 
you speak out
my name.

And I,
speak out 
your name
in return.

Opening Up Our 
Religious Borders

by Michal Steyn

I have dual citizenship. I was born in South Africa and a number of years ago I also became a US citizen. I now 
belong in two countries. But this dual citizenship stuff gets tricky and messy. One nation will always see me as an 
immigrant or foreigner. And the other nation will see me as a… well… as an emigrant… or someone who left, or 
jumped ship… or maybe a traitor? 

Some countries flat out disallow dual citizenship. The only way to obtain citizenship in a new country is to forfeit 
your native citizenship. A painful choice indeed. And also so unnecessary. 

It seems that humanity has a deep propensity to enforce these hard lines of belonging. It feels safer when we have 
high walls around our tribe or nation. And we prefer that people stay in their place. 

This anti-migration tendency seems to apply even more deeply to religious communities. In most religions leaving 
your religion is quite possibly the most unforgivable and damnable sin possible in this life. And god forbid the possi-
bility of applying for dual citizenship. 
__

We all struggle with a bit of tribal pride. We like believing that our group is superior to others. Whether that is our 
family, or sports team, or city, or nation. We love the reassuring sounds bouncing off the walls of our communal 
echo chambers. But as much as we might think or feel that we are better, we wouldn’t normally go as far as insisting 
that we are divinely certified as being superior to everyone else. 

And yet, this is exactly what normally happens in religion. We believe and declare that our group and our way of un-
derstanding is in fact divinely sanctioned as the best. Not only are we superior, but we might also go as far as saying 
all others are deceived, or worse, under demonic control. Even more shockingly, this isn’t merely the condition we are 
in, it is in fact the expected behaviour. 

I have now lived in four different countries. And that has truly ruined any possibility for nationalism in my life. Once 
you live in another country, and you taste the food, you make new friends, you learn the language, and experience 
the national treasures, it becomes intellectually impossible to maintain the idea that one country is supreme to 
another.

But something else has happened to me over the last 10 years. I have started to have a similar experience in terms 
of my religious and spiritual life and belonging. 

And the more I “travel” spiritually, and the more I encounter people of other faith backgrounds, the more I’m losing 
my native religious nationalism. 

Maybe this happens when you have children, and you start to see the world through fresh eyes once more. And 
yet, I can’t stop the wonder from impacting and interrupting, and disrupting, my life. The more I look and learn and 
discover the more I am amazed. This world is rich, beautiful, and so full of wonder and mystery, that simply no single 
group can properly describe or define or capture the majesty of it all. 
__

And maybe this is and should always be even more true in terms of God. Maybe Jews are onto something by resist-
ing to even write or say the name of G-d. Maybe that is the most humble and worshipful and honoring thing we can 
ever do. To acknowledge that at the most basic level, we can’t even properly pronounce God’s name, let alone insist 
on possessing completely and exclusively the full revelation of God’s nature. 

I love my native country. I love my immigrant country. I love all the other countries where I have lived. I love the 
earth. I love humanity. Actually, I feel increasingly more like a global citizen rather than a dual citizen. I feel more 
that I belong to humanity than to my native religious community. This doesn’t mean I reject where I come from, or 
that I no longer cherish my stomping grounds. It simply means that my world is expanding, I am finding my home in 
more than one place. 

Perhaps it is time for religion to open its borders. 

To realize that every human and community has a voice and something divinely beautiful and important to contrib-
ute. No human is an island. No nation can survive or thrive in isolation. And religion is no different. 

Can we finally have the courage and the humility to open our religious borders? Can we at least start to become 
religious tourists? And can start to realize and appreciate just how much we have to offer one another? And can we 
finally allow for religious dual citizenship, or even global citizenship? 

If you would look closely, you would find that God seems to be exactly everywhere...already....generously... without 
reservation...ready to be rediscovered in entirely new ways... in others... in others who are so different from you...and 
yet so the same.

Recommended Resources: 
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About 
Simona

Simona Chitescu Weik, PhD 
is a poet, professor, and 
spiritual mentor born in 

Romania, currently living in 
Atlanta, GA with her husband 

and their wild & beautiful 
4-year-old daughter. She 
is studying to become an 
embodiment & somatic 
practitioner, editing two 

manuscripts, teaching classes 
on archetypes of the Divine 
Feminine, and embracing all 

dimensions of mothering.  
Her work appears in Rattle, 

The Cimarron Review, 
Terminus, The Adirondack 

Review, The Harvard Review, 
among others.

 @simonaisabella 

In the Tattoo 
Parlor

by Simona Weik

Some are inscribed like ancient maps of the world, You Are Here 
 dots on the neck or thighs, representing homelands, 
while the forearm might be the location of strange, uncharted
 territories of magic and monsters. Some are virgin-skinned,
scared, flipping through books, plastic covers over photographs 
 and sketches. Two girls chitter in a corner, one sighing
 “I’m a Cancer, I want to forget that, you know.”  The other nods
  heavily, pointing to what must be a Libra drawing, “Maybe this,
 to bring balance to the chakras.” The conversation shifts to energies, 
 and I stop listening, death on my mind. 
Words like metastasize, radiation therapy sit heavy as fog
 on my eyelids. Through it, I look at my own sketch,
the mythological bird or beast appears as if it is rising
 from the page, and I imagine the way it might flame
right there on the vinyl turquoise couches of the waiting area,
 startling the other customers, saving us all from our mundane
lives. How it might flame from red to orange, slowing to a simmering
 gold, to silver, to ash. And how long before it bursts again,
color and wing and stern cry? How long before kingdom come, 
 trumpet sound, bodies captured in beams of light transported upward
by something like breath? Before the soul, all twenty-one grams of weary 
 traveler, descends again into our material cell, reassembles dust 
into atomic swervings, mitosis, division and replication, into heat, energy,
 before blood travels the corridors of arteries and veins, flaring 
into a map for the body, feeding light into the cauliflower
 of the cerebrum, and what was husk is now pulsing. How long
before our formless God grabs us (to spite gravity and death and the laws 
 of thermodynamics) -- the way a lioness picks up her cub 
 by the tensile skin of the neck -- and blows into our nostrils?
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by Shawna Morris

Home in the Wild

My home is here, in this house too, at times. More often than not, I suppose. I go through the motions of 
the days, sometimes more heart-filled than others. When I remember to be present and perform mun-
dane actions through love, then my heart can be found right here filling the space and bridging the gap 
between what ifs and what is.

“Home is where the heart is” is my call to action to be present. Present to where my heart is right now, to 
what it’s telling me, calling me to do, reminding me of who I am and what I hold dear. My heart is in many 
places all at once. It is expansive and has the capacity to hold infinity. But my mind can only be present in 
one place at a time. And when I follow the path of my heart, allowing my beingness to swell with the love 
and sweetness of all those places where my heart resides, I am filled with more joy. 

I guess the craft is how to merge the home of the heart with the home in which I live, so that the one re-
flects the other. Not one being an escape, a refuge from the other. When my heart home is fed, my ability 
to cultivate love and peace in my house home is fortified. When I am present with loving kindness in my 
household interactions, then my capacity to listen to and follow the musings of my heart is expanded.

Home is a state of mind and heart. It is with me always. “I am home” is not just a location status update, 
but is a profound statement and realization. I AM home. There is no separation. It is not something out-
side of myself that can only be successfully created with just the right alchemy of people and things. It is 
me. I am it. It is a reflection of my inner being, and the awareness of that reflection is direct feedback of 
what I am creating in my life, in my Home.

Home is where the heart is. I understand that now and feel better about it.

About Shawna
Shawna Morris is an entrepreneur, artist, singer/songwriter, domestic 
goddess, wife, mama to 1 teen boy and 4 hens. Her passion lies in delving 
into spiritual matters and connecting with people about whatever 
matters most to them. She is a devout follower of intuition and whimsy. 
She wears her heart on her sleeve and says out loud most of what comes 
to mind. With a foot halfway out the door, ready for adventure, she is 
rooted in the Pacific Northwest running the Living Pantry Refillery. 

https://shawnamorris.com/
@living.pantry.marketplace

Home is where the heart is, so they say. But sometimes my heart is soaring over the gilded green foothills 
of the Ireland of my dreams, or pulling me backwards into the dreamy realm of my first love. At times 
it has me on a fantastic adventure of ideas and goals and plans and greener grasses that surely are out 
there, if only... Sometimes my heart is tugging me to mental places that exist anywhere but here in the 
place I dwell, my Home.

But that saying, “Home is where the heart is” is stamped in our American dreams and accepted with a nod, 
an Amen, a collective agreement of definition, as if we all are living into the ideal with peace, satisfaction 
and deep contentment. Am I the only one that hears that sentence and am whisked into a state of guilt, 
betrayal and panic that I better drag that irresponsible heart right back here to my kitchen where it be-
longs?

Sometimes I feel like I’m failing Home. 

And sometimes I take it so literally that I buy a ticket to Spain and walk 500 miles, following my heart. 

Or pack up and move. Again. Because surely that place will be Home.

I have misunderstood the saying that has been internalized right alongside the messages of many dis-
tressed princesses. And the misunderstanding has bred discontent, cabin fever, and a very bad case of 
this cannot be as good as it gets.

My home exists in the wild, in the highest mountain villages where my imagination is fed by the expan-
sive full-circle views. It exists by a river whose rushing sounds of splashes, roars and trickles never abate. 
My home resides in the loyalty that was my dog, and his fierce commitment to retrieving a ball. My home 
is inside the sound of my son’s laughter, where I am sometimes invited in. It lies deep within the nuances 
of music, line and verse. It is created from my breath when I sing my heart out, and from my tears when 
my aching overflows onto my pillow. My home is in the space of you, where I connect, empathize, and 
care deeply.
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by Todd Wynward
Becoming a Person of 
Place

My friends here in Taos have a wonderful word I 
want to adopt: querencia, the place from where one 
draws strength. Querencia, translated literally from 
Spanish, means “cherished place.” It informs identity 
and gives us a place of belonging to face the world. 
Querencia is the place where we are at our best, 
where we draw strength, where we know exactly 
who we are. In the deepest sense, it means home.

I want to adopt querencia. But can I adopt a home? 

Dare I try to adopt a place, and have a place adopt 
me? 

As a dis-placed consumer-oriented white privileged 
professional who moved here from another place 
more than twenty years ago, under what conditions 
do I get to call Taos home?

During COVID, many people across the country 
seem to be trading places, letting go of locations, 
trying on new ones like spring outfits, buying up lots 
and land and houses with the casual consumerism 
of playing Monopoly. We are definitely people of 
purchase. But might we become people of place? 

To become people of place again is one of the great-
est invitations the Earth is offering to our hyper-mo-
bile, hyper-individual age. 

Robin Wall Kimmerer, author of Braiding Sweetgrass, 
states that this invitation to re-place oneself—to 
choose to be covenanted to a particular patch of 

earth—is open to all. She makes it clear: this invita-
tion “extends beyond indigenous nations to every-
one who eats.” We are all children of this precious 
earth, and “her teachings of reciprocity are for all.” 
Then Kimmerer goes a step further, and lays out a 
loving invitation that seems to come from the very 
heart of God: “You, right now, can choose to set aside 
the mindset of the colonizer and become native to 
place, you can choose to belong.”

You can choose to belong. These words resonate 
deeply, stirring my deepest hopes of coming home. I 
ache to do that. But declare myself native? That goes 
too far. Even though a native Potawatomi woman is 
the one who offers the invitation, it feels like terrible 
overreach. Here, in the shadow of Taos Pueblo and its 
people who have lived here a thousand years, the in-
sensitive arrogance I would display by calling myself 
native would be the worst kind of cultural appropri-
ation. To call myself native after twenty years would 
erase generations of genocide and land-grabbing, 
and it would ignore centuries of almost inconceiva-
ble endurance and cultural resistance in the face of 
wave after wave of colonialism and conquest.

No, native is not an identity I can claim. But there’s 
hope for me yet. Between the two extremes of tour-
ist and native, there is a third identity: the natural-
ized citizen. And with that identity comes some con-
ditions.

Becoming a Naturalized Citizen

In Braiding Sweetgrass, Kimmerer suggests an in-
spiring goal: “To strive to become naturalized to 
place.” This means to seek to feel truly at home in 
the place you have consciously chosen, “to throw 
off the mindset of the immigrant” as well as the col-
onizer—meaning also the mindset of the tourist, 
voyeur, speculator, consumer, exploiter, purchaser, 
and bargain-hunter. To come with respect, to come 
with open hands, to ask permission, to come with 
a desire to share and show up rather than exclude 
and extract.

Becoming naturalized to place means to re-learn 
rooted right relationship with a place and all it con-
tains. Instead of being an unconscious, irresponsible 
consumer, we now choose to be a conscious, recip-
rocating naturalized citizen. “Being naturalized to 
place means to live as if this is the land that feeds 
you, as if these are the streams from which you 
drink, that build your body and fill your spirit,” Kim-
merer writes. 

Now this, I can get into. After living in Taos for twen-
ty years, it has become my place. I claim this water-
shed and have been claimed by it. It is my home, my 
place where I find querencia. It is here where I live 
and breathe and have my being, where unknown 
ancestors help me, where unknown descendants 
will give thanks for my presence. Here I will live out 
my days, plant my corn, make my mark, grow my 
garlic, take my stand and sow my love and here I will 
leave my legacy. “To become naturalized is to live as 
if your children’s future matters, to take care of the 
land as if our lives and the lives of all our relatives 
depend on it. Because they do.” 

But there’s a catch: we can’t become naturalized 

without being transformed. Despite what conspic-
uous capitalism tells us, we can’t just waltz into a 
place in and think it’s okay to buy every resource, as-
sume every privilege, assert every assumption, de-
mand every comfort and exert every arrogance. We 
can’t just bring our untransformed selves to a new 
place and expect to be embraced as is. As Martin 
Shaw says, to be welcomed to a place and its people 
always involves some level of submission: “You may 
have to get used to spending a little time on one 
knee. May have to bend your head.”

What does it take to become a naturalized citizen of a 
place? 

“Being naturalized to place means to live as if this 

is the land that feeds you, as if these are the streams 

from which you drink, that build your body and fill 

your spirit,” 

Robin Wall Kimmerer
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“We are water” gathering for Standing Rock Home-grown food stored at TiLT homestead

Daniel and Danza Azteca offers ceremonial blessing for San Isidro Day in Taos

TiLT intern Sierra Ross Richer, Rio Grande Gorge

Todd Wynward, beekeeping at TiLT

Hyperadobe Project in action

TiLT joins others for environmental justice at the NM Capitol

The iconic tree that welcomes one on the road to Taos County

Rio Grande Gorge, winter sunset Angie Fernadez of TiLT with Todd and a build-
ing crew behind, showing her finished hyperadobe 
tiny home
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About 
Todd

Todd Wynward is an author, father, school 
founder, small-scale farmer, wilderness 

educator and Mennonite minister for watershed 
discipleship. He has been engaged in education 
reform and social change movements for twenty 

years, and has spent more than a thousand 
nights outdoors. He and his wife Peg started 
an Outward Bound public school engaging 
the head, heart and hands in adventurous 

education. With his allies Todd tries to practice 
an earth-honoring, people-dignifying, society-
changing, despair-erasing Christianity and is 

the founder of TiLT, a place-based incubator for 
personal & systemic change in Taos, NM. His 

most recent book, Rewilding the Way: Break Free 
to Follow an Untamed God, was published by 

Herald Press.

To discover more about the various classes and 
offerings of TiLT connect directly with Todd at:

taostilt.org
toddwynward@gmail.com

Let’s take a page from our federal government. Ac-
cording to US Citizen and Immigration Services, im-
migrants who want to become naturalized citizens 
of the USA must meet eight criteria for acceptance. 
Taking these same criteria and applying them to our 
context, a newcomer who wants to be a naturalized 
citizen of a chosen place must:

1. Commit to the chosen place as an adult.
2. Learn and follow the laws of the land.
3. Maintain a continuous presence.
4. Show basic literacy of—and obedience to—lo-

cal language and customs.
5. Demonstrate good moral character, modeling 

right relationship.
6. Demonstrate an understanding of the place’s 

history.
7. Demonstrate loyalty to the best interests of the 

place.
8. Take an Oath of Allegiance to this place you now 

call home.

What might these eight criteria look like lived out 
in daily life? I’ve sought to be a naturalized citizen 
of Taos for twenty years. In finding my home here, I 
think I’ve also lived into some answers. 

First: 

What might it mean to “demonstrate an under-
standing of this place’s history,” to ”stay in right re-
lationship,” to “show good moral character,” and to 
“demonstrate loyalty to the place I’ve chosen?” As 
we newcomers seek to become people of place in 
New Mexico, we always want to acknowledge the 
peoples who lived here first. We are guests. It’s tak-
en me a while to believe it, but several indigenous 
friends have told me that—as long as we abide by 
certain conditions—we are welcome guests. As a 
Mennonite minister for Creation Justice, I’ve been 
asked by indigenous allies in New Mexico to lead 
other newcomers through a straightforward pro-

cess: 1) authentically name and apologize for any 
ancestral damage, trauma, colonization, exploita-
tion, and cultural destruction that might have been 
done by our forebearers; and 2) pledge to live in 
earth-honoring, Pueblo-dignifying ways. 

I cannot tell you how this seemingly simple process 
of truth and reconciliation has turned into a process 
of transformation, opening doors of healing in my 
heart and pipelines of generosity in my pocketbook. 

My friend Miriam Naranjo of HOPE [Honoring Our 
Pueblo Existence] gives us a tool to keep this pledge 
in mind. She suggests a blessing to start any legisla-
tive session, community meeting, church service, or 
gathering of intention:

Everyone here is walking, living and breathing within 
these sacred lands of Tewa Peoples. Let us acknowl-
edge where we stand and give thanks for living moun-
tains, valleys and waters, which sustain our lives and 
form Tewa ancestral homelands. Let us ground our 
activities in the awareness of where we are, and may 
the mannerism of Pueblo Peoples enter our lives and 
fill us with gratitude, love, care and respect for all that 
is shared between us and all beings.

Second: 

What “Oath of Allegiance" might I make to the com-
mon good, so I can commit to the “best interests” of 
the home I’ve chosen? My friend Daniel “Ryno” Herre-
ra and I have followed a covenanted lifeway togeth-
er for years now, something we call the Watershed 
Way. Here’s the oath we wrote together, something 
we renew annually, down at the Rio Grande:

We of the Watershed Way are hard workers. We are 
going to get to work building the community that we 
want our children and grandchildren to grow up in. We 
will work for and delight in the kind of community that 
our Creator wants us to have, a community in which we 
all have enough: healthy local food on all our plates, 
good water for all to drink, renewable energy for all to 
use, a safe roof over all of our heads, jobs with dignity, 
confidence in our hearts, trust in our handshakes, and 
peace in the land.

I conclude with these words from Martin Shaw: 

“And that’s the task, isn’t it, when you sink into a 
community and a place? To live a life that nourishes 
the whole villages’ children’s children’s children?” 

I think it's both the task of our time, and the invita-
tion of our age. As Shaw writes: “To be of means to 
be in.” All in. “To have traded endless possibility for 
something specific.” 

We must remember that when we gain querencia, 
when we claim a home, we are also claimed. And 
that sounds pretty good to me. 
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“Venerate your too- muchness with an 
ever-renewing vow to becoming 

increasingly weird and eccentric.” 

Going the Long 
Haul

In September of 2020, I decided it was time, in the middle of a pandemic, to train for my first marathon. 
Yes, I’m one of those people. I fell in love with heaving lungs, a sweaty forehead, and smooth strides 
when I was a young girl, running became my thing. 

I always assumed I would never have the time to properly train for a marathon. But then last year I 
realized I was already doing it. All I needed was an extra hour for my Monday morning long run and I 
could start building up my mileage towards a marathon. 

I promptly printed off the 16-week training plan on a Sunday night in September from the Runner’s 
World website after disclosing my secret ambition to my husband. I hung up the weekly pages in a row 
across my office wall. I wrote my bold declaration across the bathroom mirror in red lipstick, “You can 
run a marathon wild one!” 

The Monday long runs and speed workouts became more intense with each passing week. I was stay-
ing motivated and hitting my paces. The plan was working! 

Until it wasn’t.
__ 
A few days after conquering the longest run of my life, 24 miles, I managed to slip on a tiny train in my 
kids’ room which sent my already tight hamstring shooting out from under me. I felt the pull immedi-
ately. The next couple of days I still ran on it, telling myself I was “loosening” it up when really, I was just 
making the strain more aggravated. 

Frustrated and fed up, I wanted to bag the whole grand goal and pretend like I never even attempted 
to run a marathon. 

But then, contrary to my usual all-or-nothing mindset, I opted to keep going, this couldn’t be the end. 
After all, I reminded myself, you are not showing up to achieve a personal best or break a record, only 
to gather soul stamina, a persevering perspective.

The real reason I wanted to train for a marathon is because I wanted to become a woman who was 
willing to go the long-haul, be it in my personal healing journey, my marriage and relationships, and 
my dreams. Instead of relinquishing myself to an injury, an unexpected setback, I decided to hit reset. 
__

by Charissa Steyn 

-Toka-Pa Turner
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I started training again with the same plan, but at a pace I could carry without pain in my hamstring, 
one that felt almost too easy and kept me relaxed. More than a physical challenge, I was lacing up 
my running shoes with the intention to learn to integrate my body and soul together, intricately and 
intentionally. 

I continued writing each day in what I called My Marathon Training journal where I jotted down facts 
and feelings about my run as well as significant issues and moments surfacing in my life. Each day was 
numbered and dated. It was around Day 100 though when I realized I couldn’t keep going. At least not 
with the initial Runner’s World plan. 

Again, I surprised myself. 
__

Instead of feeling like a failure because I couldn’t keep up with their prescribed schedule or their spe-
cific workouts, instead of berating myself because my body wasn’t as strong as I’d hoped and I had to 
slow down, I celebrated the fact I was finally following my inner knowing. 

It became clear that if I was going to complete a marathon, I’d need to do what was best for my body, 
and that meant creating my own quirky route towards the goal. 

What I originally hoped would take 16 weeks, and an additional bit of mileage, has turned into a mar-
athon of epic proportions. 

Fall has turned to winter has turned to spring and I have yet to toe the start line to the marathon I 
anticipated running months ago. 

However, I have found myself on the course, running a completely different marathon. 

The marathon of becoming myself. 
__

When I began training in September of 2020, my heart knew I what I was actually signing up for- the 
slow, tedious work of finding my way back to self. 

I wanted to take Toka-Pa’s words seriously, “Venerate your too- muchness with an ever-renewing vow 
to becoming increasingly weird and eccentric.” This sounded to me like a courageous call to embrace 
and welcome my whole self no matter what.  

My training plan still includes daily, purposeful workouts, but now I am also becoming keenly aware of 
every little step I’m taking towards compassion and acceptance and inclusivity of myself and others. 

We're all running a marathon of sorts, aren’t we? We are on the course, doing the work of integrating 
the diverse, ostracized and rejected pieces of ourselves. I am convinced becoming fully human and 
ultimately finding a home here in this skin takes a lifetime. 
__

The marathon of becoming ourself includes a commitment to setting and keeping our own pace, re-
fusing to look over our shoulder, and releasing our competitive nature to win at any cost. We also must 
make our map as we move along, remaining willing and ready to readjust as needed because we are 
learning to tune into our aches, our desires, our needs, our stiff and rigid muscles. 

We throw out the one-size-fits-all plan for life and pin up on our walls a single purpose- to become 
more me.

Now I understand running 26.2 miles isn’t the point but choosing each day to move in the direction of 
my wholeness is how I grow strong for the long haul. 
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Top 10 of Our Cozy Kids 
Picture Books

As an avid children’s book enthusiast, my list of “favorite kid’s books” changes almost daily. So what I have for you here is my  
“current comfy cozy favorite reads” - a few that bring us together and spark our souls! Enjoy! 

- Jenna
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Reclaiming 
Pizza Night
Before Covid-life, I was a stranger in my own house.  I would leave while it was still 
dark, and the family was still asleep and I would arrive home in the evening with just 
enough time to eat a meal and put the kids to bed.  Dinner was a utility.  A necessary 
item on the never-ending schedule guiding me through the week.

Then, all of a sudden, I was at home.  All day.  Every day.   Feeling like it was the first 
days of a new job, I had to figure out what life was like at home between 7 am and 5 
pm.  At first it was awkward, trying to get into the routine of a late breakfast that slow-
ly transitioned into a mixture of home school, snacks, playing outside, and naps.  As 
weeks turned into months, though, I discovered a creative space in the new schedule.  
I started baking.

Experimenting in the kitchen with simple recipes became a family event.  We made 
mockumentary videos and had tea parties on the deck. Simple breakfasts slowly 
morphed into elaborate brunches.  Finding my place at home enabled me to create a 
better place for everyone at the table.  Breaking literal bread together (or buttermilk 
biscuits or chocolate babka) made meal times special because of the work and crea-
tivity we folded into the process.  Things I used to view as chores - extra dishes, extra 
preparation time, pricey ingredients, sweeping, etc. - turned into symbols of a family 
event, and it gave me a reason to savor and cherish the results.  Now, instead of being 
a stranger at the party, I get to be the host.  

One of my favorite meals to host is pizza night.  A homemade pizza pie (or two or 
three) brings out all the ritual elements of a family mealtime experience.   

While it may seem like a daunting task, homemade pizza is actually much simpler than 
I realized. My favorite pizza-crust recipe comes from the book Flour Water Salt Yeast. As 
the title implies, it only takes four ingredients to make a mouth-watering  pizza crust. 
I can’t recommend this book highly enough. To get you started on your own pizza 
journey, here is my favorite simple crust recipe, adapted from Ken Forkish’s “Same-Day 
Straight Pizza Dough” recipe in Flour Water Salt Yeast.  

by Ben Winship
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This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness,
some momentary awareness comes
As an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!

From Guest House by Rumi

Ingredients: 
• Flour: 1000g 
• Water: 700g 
• Salt: 20g 
• Yeast: 2g (instant dried yeast)

Yields five 12-inch pizzas

• Step 1: Measure 700g of 95 degree water into a  large bowl.  Take two tablespoons and add it to a dish of 2g of 
instant dried yeast.

• Step 2: Mix 1000g flour with the remaining water.  Let both mixtures sit for 30 minutes.

• Step 3: Add the yeast mixture  to the dough and add 20g of salt to the dough.  Mix by hand until combined.

• Step 4: Shape the dough into a ball, cover, and let sit at room temperature for six hours or until doubled in size.

• Step 5:  Remove the dough from the bowl and set on a floured work surface.  Divide into five equal pieces.  
Shape each piece into a ball.  Set the five dough balls onto a lightly floured tray and cover with a towel.  After 1.5 
to 2 hours they are ready to bake.

• Step 6: Preheat the oven to 500 degrees.

• Step 7: Make the pizza: lightly flour a work surface.  Take a dough ball and flour each side so that it does not stick 
to your hands.  Gently work the middle of the dough by pushing outwards until you begin to get a small circular 
shape.  Continue stretching outwards, turning the dough as you stretch to maintain an even circle.  This takes 
practice but doesn’t need to be perfect.  Just stretch it gently until it is the size you want.  Each crust should be 
approximately 12 inches in diameter.  I recommended putting your dough onto the pan that you plan to use 
to cook it before you add the toppings.  I use a baking tray or a preheated pizza stone or a preheated cast iron 
skillet.

• Step 8:  Add about one ladle full pizza sauce of choice (We use Rao’s marinara from Costco).

• Step 9: Add cheese of choice (We use Tillamook Farmstyle Thick Cut Mozzarella).

• Step 10: Add toppings of choice.

• Step 11: Cook for 10-15 minutes or until the crust is browning and the cheese is bubbling.

Note: I bake my pies a bit differently than Forkish because my oven only heats to 500 degrees.  This means a longer 
bake time and slightly different texture of the crust.  If your oven can reach 550 or 600, you can experiment with 
shorter cook times at higher heat for different results.

Also, if you’re in a need of conversion calculator from cups to grams you might try this one.    

“Same-Day Straight Pizza Dough” 
from Flour Water Salt Yeast
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Home is a truth you can carry inside you…I sit in this truth- this building, this relationship, this day, 
this certain and assured contact with creator. I am home. Not just on this street but in this body, 
on this planet, in this universe.” 

Richard Wagamese

Home is 
a Body
You were an escape, or perhaps a salve.
An external structure to fulfill me
When I hadn’t yet learned that 
Home is not built with wood and nails.

Hardwood floors and farmhouse sink,
Back country roads and farm fresh eggs—
Oh, happiness can be found in these,
But a home they never will be.

A peaceful structure can hold within
Secrets and lies, fear and abuse.
Wood and nails aren’t able to heal
Wounds festering in living flesh.

Through agony you taught me
That home is a body. 
My own and others, sufficiently infused
With ancient wisdom of knowing.

A structure cannot replace flesh:
The goodness of trusting myself,
The relief of knowing in another
That I am safe and loved and welcome. 

There was a time when I lived half-dead
Inside walls full of farmhouse dreams.
But I would give it all up a thousand times
To live fully alive in this home of flesh.

by Alisha Miller

About
Alisha

Alisha Miller is a writer, 
editor, and mother. She has 
four daughters whom she 

homeschools, and she loves 
curating a curriculum that is 
diverse and inclusive. She is 
thankful for the journey of 
life--a journey of learning, 
loving and becoming. She 
loves reading and dabbles 
in many things, including 

sewing, gardening, painting, 
photography, and house 

renovations.

@littlewomenfarmhouse 
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by Charissa Steyn
Holding Hands With 
Wanderlust

Will we stretch our arms to the sky above relishing in 
all we do not know? Do we dare to chase the sun over 
the horizon in wild abandon to our longings for more? 
Could we shake the stiffness from our bodies and con-
tinue seeking for what we may never find? 
__

There is a way to welcome childlike wonder and our 
what ifs without becoming a cranky, complaining 
consumer, and it starts by honoring our human ca-
pacity to grow, expand, and transform. 

When I look at our track record (my husband and 
I have moved nearly every two years since we’ve 
been married), I am quick to conclude, “Gosh, isn’t it 
time we finally settle down, find our forever home, 
and really give ourselves to the community?” 

Why is it that I automatically equate moving with de-
priving myself of stability and roots, and a deep sense 
of belonging to any specific place, when that hasn’t 
been my experience at all?  

I once thought home was a place of permanence, 
usually within four thoughtfully decorated walls, 
where I hunkered down like a mature adult and kept 
a steady job. To find home I needed to marry the 
land or lovely neighborhood and choose to make it 
my own.

However, since wandering outside the boundary 
lines of my specific Christian tradition, a journey I 
started years ago, I also notice how home no longer 
represents a certain structure or building, some-
where I arrive. It is not a point on the map where I am 
most comfortable, and everyone looks and thinks 

and acts like me. 

Home is a colorful spacious environment of varied 
textures, nuanced stories, and diverse traditions. 

The pattern seems obvious now- I find home not 
when I am finally settled and safe, stifling my urge to 
seek, and defending the benefits of staying put, but 
when I revel in the transitory nature of being human.
 
I enter our collective evolution, celebrate the end-
less search, and listen to the yearnings locked with-
in. In doing so I remember the landscape of our lives 
and our world is always moving and shifting, and at 
the same time I can still inhabit the present with joy 
and purpose. 

Home isn’t only fixed and fastened to a cement foun-
dation, it also surprises us in a myriad of ways across 
the span of our lives when we wander with wonder.  

I scan the new listings on Redfin’s website. The fil-
ters are all set- a certain price range, number of bed-
rooms, square footage, and location. I know what 
I want, or at least I think I do. I scroll through the 
homes for sale not once but twice. Later in the day, 
I might even check again. Looking, hoping, longing 
for one of them to be the one.

The only problem is our house isn’t even for sale. 
But here I am ready to pack up everything, drop off 
a trunk full of unused and unwanted items to Good-
will, sell our pets, and vacate our current home all 
in a moment’s notice. Depending on my mood, the 
weather, or the day, moving to the city 20 miles down 
the road, to the lush and tropical Island of Hawaii, to 
the East Coast, to Southern California, or somewhere 
in Scandinavia has all sounded appealing.

I peruse properties late at night, concocting a dif-
ferent life for myself all while lying underneath my 
comforter. My head might be on my pillow, but my 
heart has taken flight around the world. I wonder 
about what it would be like for my family to live in a 
quaint village beneath the mountains, a beach com-
munity, or a bustling university town. 

I fall asleep, the phone still nestled in front of me 
held steady by the curves of the blanket, pictures of 
other people’s backyard gardens, living rooms, and 
floor plans locked up within a screen, and I awaken 
with a sense of possibility. Dreams reverberate off 
the walls of my heart, begging me to listen. 
__

Instead of diagnosing myself with a classic case of 
discontentment and deciding to fix it with a daily 
gratitude practice, I take another approach this time. 

Instead of feeling guilty for the desires that regularly 
cause me to drift from the present and imagine what 
it would be like to explore another city, travel to an 
unfamiliar state, or set up home in a foreign country, 
I hold hands with my wanderlust.   

It’s not only natural to wonder what’s around the 
corner and just up over the hill or under the rock, 
but also necessary to staying vibrant and energetic 
throughout life. 

Sadly, feeling claustrophobic in our lives is an epi-
demic in adulthood, we are all caught hyperventilat-
ing in tight closets at times. Be it through our profes-
sions, stage of life, physical ailments, our self-limiting 
beliefs, we often sense we are stuck, there couldn’t 
possibly be anything left to learn, or further path to 
tread. 

Whether it manifests in desires to move to another 
house, a new community, quit our job, or shed old 
habits, we have all felt the wooing. Life regular-
ly comes knocking on our door, alluring us across 
oceans, into forests, or simply out the front door. 
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Charissa Steyn
Charissa began dreaming up Being Human when she realized how 
much compassion and groundedness she experienced when she 
gave herself and everyone around her permission to simply be and 
become. She and her South African hubby have made their home on 
three different continents and now reside in the Pacific Northwest. 
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the mountains, nature is her best teacher and where she feels most 
at home. She’s fascinated by the intersections of spirituality, culture, 
and human development, and hopes her words can play a small role 
in bringing us into deeper connection with each other and the world 
around us. 

@brittanystoess
brittanystoess.com

Ben & Jenna Winship
Ben and Jenna both have a passion for writing their stories, and they 
write in the early morning and late night hours in between their 
chaotic days of raising three kids and working. Ben has a degree in 
English and has worked Law Enforcement most of his adult life. Jenna 
is an award winning children's book author. They spend all of their 
spare time exploring and adventuring their home of Alaska. You can 
find more about their family life and Jenna's books at her website. 

@jennawinship
jwinship.com

Anna Naylor - design & layout
Anna identifies as a nomadic homebody, relocating every couple of 
years within the UK for her husband's work, and has grown to love 
the quest of finding home wherever 'right here' is.
After getting her English degree and qualifying as a teacher, 
Anna changed her plans and pursued a career in marketing. She 
is happiest spending time with her husband Josh, drinking good 
coffee, bbq-ing on the beach, and creating beautiful things. She 
dreams of having a large family and plenty of adventures. 

@letteredbyanna
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Upcoming Themes and 
Submission Dates for 
2021:
Issue 2: WILDERNESS
Submission Date: May 30, 2021
Publication Date: July 2021

Issue 3: SAVOR
Submission Date: June 27, 2021
Publication Date: September 2021

Issue 4: SECRET
Submission Date: September 5, 2021
Publication Date: November 2021

Please note:

• Submit only final draft pieces for consideration to: hello@beinghumanmag.com

• Please do not send us work that has been used elsewhere.

• You will hear a response from us within 2 weeks.

• If you are an artist or photographer with a portfolio- please send us a link. We are always looking for photos and 
artwork, centered around the current theme, to fill our pages!

• As stated above, Being Human is an inclusive community and we are open to all!

Being Human is a creative community daring to live into the collective, unfolding story of our sacred kinship with 
everything and everyone by seeking to practice a lifestyle of inclusive love and solidarity. We invite you to read the rest 
of our story here.

We are both a website featuring fresh, engaging words and art every week, and a bimonthly digital magazine.

The digital magazine contains four sections:

• Breathe: in which we address topics surrounding the contemplative life, meditation, introspective practices, prayer 
and journaling

• Seek: this section focuses on nature, earth care, sustainability, a lifestyle of learning and curiosity, creating, and 
making art in all forms

• Gather: this would be all things relating to connection, togetherness, community, eating, celebration, recipes

• Dwell: a section devoted to addressing theological concepts, God/Divine, spirituality, noticing and honoring the 
sacred all around and within us

We are looking for the following types of pieces for both the magazine and the website:

• captivating, vulnerable stories (fiction and non-fiction)
• intriguing essays on specific topics
• poetry
• art: recipes, photography, painting, sketches, etc.
• meditation guides
• creative prompts
• “how-to” articles or list style
*All stories and essays need to stay within the range of 600-1000 words.

We are excited to see what you come up with!

But please do read our story first and become familiar with the heart behind Being Human before you submit your 
piece for consideration. Then, glance over our editorial calendar on the next page to see submission dates and themes 
for our upcoming digital magazines.

Note: In regards to the website, you can submit final draft pieces any time for consideration.

Want to join us?



https://beinghumanmag.com/

Being Human is a Wild, Winding Experience. 

Every moment is a choice to turn towards light, love, and hope. An adventure we cannot rush. We go our 
pace and pave our paths, honoring our persistence to keep growing.   

Being Human is an Invitation to Embrace Our Wholeness.

We offer ourselves compassion instead of criticism. We befriend our fears and wounds, staying curious to 
who we are becoming through it all. 

Being Human is a Practice in Holding Paradox.

Releasing the need to have the answers, we instead cherish the mystery and nuance embedded within 
the Universe and our own soul.

Being Human is an Opportunity to See Everyone through Eyes of Wonder.

We are all a collection of unfolding stories in need of space to expand, evolve, change, stretch, and trans-
form in our own way. It is through seeking to understand and see ourselves in one another that we heal. 

Being Human is a Declaration of Our Sacred Kinship with One Another. 

The world is pulsing with possibility, every created thing has a song if we only take time to listen. We are 
family, an intricate ecosystem. We believe walking forward in solidarity and empathy, while recognizing 

our innate goodness is how we will collectively flourish.

https://beinghumanmag.com/

